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Introduction
In this paper we introduce some results from our explorative empirical investigation about
the implementation of the European Union rural development policy. In the focus of our research
the bottom-up character of EU rural development – and especially the position of Hungary in
this processes – can be found as we concentrate on the analysis of territorial cooperation projects
in the planning period between 2007 and 2013. After introducing the research issue theoretically in the terms of local development, social factors and embeddeness of development – with
a specific attention on rural development – the data sources and methods are described. In the
process of data analysis we employ on the one hand basic techniques and measures to reveal the
main characteristics of the allocation of transnational rural development cooperation projects.
On the other hand we apply network analysis techniques to explore the position of Hungary in
the EU-level rural development cooperation network. According to the results available at the
current level of the research the distribution of both the projects and the financial resources allocated through these ones prove to be rather concentrated, and Hungary seems to have a kind of
comparative advantage in the possibilities of the initiation of transnational cooperation projects.

Theoretical introduction
Local development and social embeddedness
Considering the concept of local development from the general perspective of territorial
development it can be defined as a rather comprehensive activity including a certain number of
social and economic actors that complement each other. This process of joint activities happens
in a specific local level and as a result of these activities the best possible form of utilization of
local resources can be achieved leading to the development of the area implied. The activities
and actions of the local actors can be found in the focus of local development processes who take
steps in favour of the development of the area, and this specific aspect of local social embeddedness (Granovetter 2006) of development processes is rather significant (Reisinger 2010. 12.).
The social background of local development highlighted above might be interpreted from a(n
economic) sociological aspect building on the concept of social capital.
The important role of social capital1 – or as it is usually referred to by the literature; third
sector (Birch –Whittam 2008) or civil sector (Kelemen 2005) – in the development of societies or communities is highlighted by Putnam’s well-known thesis (Putnam 2006), but for our
topic it is even more important that this role is also emphasized in regional development policy.
The definition of this special kind of resource shows differences according to distinct authors
who underline certain aspects of the concept – for some of the defi nitions, interpretations and
misinterpretations see Sik (2006). However it is common to all of the concepts, definitions and
interpretations of social capital that it is more or less connected to civil organization (Orbán–
Szántó 2006. 139.; Füzér–Ger–Sik–Zongor 2006. 340., 343.) as amongst the mechanisms of
1

The role of social capital in local development and development policy can be highlighted even more if development policy in general is interpreted as an intent to help public goods (Olson 1997) to come into existence
– or rather to prevent public bad (Hirschman 1995) – employing institutional devices (Elster 1995) in order
to enforce certain principles. In this aspect social capital can facilitate collective action and eventually the
success of development processes.
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social capital can be found – among others – community development based on social networks,
competitiveness, collective action capacity and social cooperation (Orbán – Szántó 2006.
142.). The most important political function of social capital can be considered to expand and
to strengthen civil society. The abundant amount of social capital is the criterion of a vibrant
civil society, which in turn is essential to the effective operation of a democratic political system
(Orbán–Szántó 2006. 144.).
Putnam (2006: 208) exactly states that the communities with adequate set of social capital
enjoy the benefits of higher economic growth, lower crime, extensive socialization, improved
mental/medical conditions or better school performance (Orban – Szántó 2006. 143.).
However, the sole existence of social capital is not necessarily the guarantee of competitiveness and development as it is also possible that civil society itself becomes the hotbed, glass
culture of rent seeking (see Johnson 1999. 236–244.): certain actors of civil society over time are
transformed into interest groups which may utilize community funds for their private purposes
(Orbán–Szántó 2006. 144.).
This type of resource or capital raised also the interest of decision-makers and practitioners: from the 1990s – beside the academic interest – the attention of public policy towards these
resources became more intense. Social capital might be interesting in the development policy
for two reasons: (1) to grasp the impact of the (existing) social capital in the system , and (2) – in
the light of methodological individualism – the creation or formation of social capital is usually an unintended by-product due to the tradition, the history of coexistence, shared historical
experience, religion and related social factors – and as such, the government has only a limited
direct impact on social capital formation (Orbán–Szántó 2006. 150.). Accordingly, various
development institutions – e.g. World Bank, European Commission, even in Hungary (Füzér–
Ger–Sik–Zongor 2006. 337.) – started to build more significantly their activities aimed to
foster economic growth and sustainable social development on social capital (Orbán–Szántó
2006. 139.; Füzér–Ger–Sik–Zongor 2006. 336., 343.). In the research field of general regional
development one of the main questions are the possibilities of social capital development (Birch
– Whittam 2008). As there seems to work a special kind of interaction: social capital can be
accumulated and developed by the third sector, and – in turn – the latter boosts and strengthens – by activating different actors in a network structure – sustainable regional development
(Birch – Whittam 2008. 438.). At the same time the civil organizations gain more and more
significant economic, social and political role to the transformation processes of EU development
policy – primarily in the implementation of and decisions connected to local- and regional level
territorial development programs (Kovách 2000. 185.; Kovách 2010. 26.; 184.), furthermore the
focus on the principles of partnership and cooperation (Horváth 2003. 147–151.; Berky–Kullmann 2011. 9–10). As in the solution of the problems emerging from the rapid globalization of
the economic and environmental changes, the increasing process of individualisation, the great
changes in the political sphere – the collapse of socialism, the transformation of the European
community – new forms of cooperative methods became necessary. In this context of regional
development the civil organizations become involved in the integration of human and economic
resources of sub-national (local, regional) level and in the fostering of the responsibility-sharing
processes among different levels, cooperation and networking – providing a forum for bottomup, participatory development practice (Kovách–Kuerová–Megyesi 2005. 109–110).
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Features of EU rural development policy
In the system of the European Union rural development policy certain approaches and
factors need to be taken into consideration regarding the micro-level realization or implementation of the objectives, i.e. to encourage the potential actors and stakeholders to mobilize their
resources to reach the general aims through the realization of particular or individual aims. In
this context projectification (Kovách–Kuerová 2006; Kovách 2007) proves to be an important
factor implying that the overall process of development policy is organized through individual
initiations; projects that include the individual intentions, motivations and resources of the
participants. These projects in rural development policy play an important role – building on the
role of communities and the principle of partnership (Kovách–Kuerová–Megyesi 2005) – in
the commercialization of rural goods and services (Kovách–Kristóf 2007). A further relevant
aspect of the projectified rural development policy is its emphasis on endogenous development
and the role of decentralization (Csite–Kovách 2002, Davey 2003) and locality (Barca 2009)
in a cooperative and network-based manner. In a general perspective Chanan (1999) describes
the evolution of the participation of local actors through networks in a pyramid model (Chanan
1999. 38.). According to this scheme the possibilities of the local participants intended to facilitate and promote the development of their area begin at a phase when individuals start to
establish community groups or take part in activities of such already existing groups. After one
is a member – or even initiator – of a group the next step is to become active as a member of
the group through gaining an essential – first of all developmental – role in the activities of the
group. In this phase work is needed to assist group formation, to develop basic organizational
skills, trust and confidence, the clarification of the objectives of the group. After a group has
firmly established itself through the organizing work of some relevant members and with the
possible help of already established groups or umbrella organizations the next step is to find
further actors and/or other group(s) that might be partner(s) in reaching objectives. In this
cooperative phase strategic planning of the activities of the groups is considered, the skills of
the staff and the volunteers become more important, and this step may involve the widening of
social or geographical base of the people reached by the group. When this cooperation amongst
groups or organizations becomes sound and effective, certain umbrella groups, forums and
networks may arise. In this phase it becomes possible for the groups to provide certain services
to their members, the cohesion of the community and the voluntary sector is increased and the
relationships with other sectors become more frequent. Finally, this organized agglomeration
of individual actors through groups enters the public sphere by representing the members and
stakeholders and by articulating the objectives and strategy of the cooperation. While acting in
the official scheme it proves to be significant for the representatives of the network to be able to,
or to have assistance in negotiating with authorities and different power-holders. In this context
the possibility appears to shape the overall development of the locality and its population, and
the final aim can be reached (Chanan 1999. 38–39).
If this evolution of participatory processes is managed successfully the involvement becomes mutually beneficiary between the different levels of development. This other pyramid
model (Figure 1) highlights that after a certain level of organizational structure the networks
evolved not only strengthen the groups contained but the networks support a scheme and – at
the top of the structure – after a certain level the scheme itself starts to support the networks
and through the networks the groups and finally at the lowest – local – level the participants,
the individuals forming groups – i.e. those who were originally initiating the whole process
(Chanan 1999. 39–40.).
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Figure  v The involvement pyramid (source: Chanan 1999. 40.)

In our study these participatory and involvement models can be easily applied to introduce
and interpret the structure and implementation of the European Union2 rural development
policy. As in this perspective the rural development policy was – at least partially – based on
a rather similar structure as the aforementioned pyramid model: in each member states the
rural areas were formally organized through the so-called local action groups (LAG) system.
Local action groups could be formed – in this aspect – by local people and/or local groups and
organizations3 engaged in local development. After these local actors – or the groups of these
2

It is relevant even in Hungary demonstrated by the potential possibility – created by the Regional Development
Act in 1996 – for local government to create associations (Micro-regional Development Councils) – which
actually are a form of voluntary/non-governmental organizations. Furthermore all of those sub-regional
level active social organizations can participate in the work of these Micro-regional Development Councils
which cover at least half of the regarding population or settlements. In addition since 2004. it is regulated by
governmental decree how – in an official form – civil organizations can articulate their opinions and express
their interest in the process of local and regional decision-making and strategy-building. The scene of this
formal representation is the civil forum, which may delegate members to the concerning development council
(Nagy 2005. 15–16.; Kovách–Megyesi–Nagy 2005. 78–79.).

3

This seem to be in accordance with the methodological problem of the measurement of the
quantity of social capital. As in the literature there can be two different approaches distinguished (Orbán–Szántó 2006: 145): (1.) the one based on the number of groups and group
members and (2) the other one based on the social level trust and the extensiveness of civil
organizations. Orbán A.–Szántó Z. (2006. 145–147.) describe the following analytical model
to measure social capital in the light of the former (1) approach:
SC=∑(1/rn)(r pcn)1…t
Where ’n’ indicates the number of members of a certain civil organization and ’t’ signifies the number of
groups concerned, ’rn’ indicate the radius of distrust – which comes into existence in the case of groups or
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local actors – have gained the official representative role, i.e. the LAG status they could have
become a possible member of a specific network of groups (European Network for Rural Development; ENRD). The motto of ENRD says ‘Connecting Rural Europe’ and by joining this umbrella
organization the potentials of local actors (or local network of actors) highly increases. As the
European Network for Rural Development helps to coordinate and facilitate the information
sharing processes in order to develop rural development networks through specific cooperation
projects. This was achieved by a central webpage with a list of different project proposals announced by the initiator local action groups themselves and expecting other LAG’s to participate
as partner in the case when they have similar objectives. The successful cooperation project
proposals can realize the desired rural development objectives in a cooperative structure with
financial resources from the official budget. In this manner the scheme funded by the network
of the groups begins to help the organizations and the (local action) groups, and through them
the actors themselves to reach their specific, locally embedded aims and the scheme as a whole
starts to work as an assisting structure.
Data and methods
In order to to investigate empirically the rural development policy of the European Union
at first stage we assembled a project-level database. The source of this dataset was the official list
of the transnational cooperation projects of the European Network for Rural Development in
the period of 2007–20134. Based on the information included in the project list some main features of the projects were gathered through variables5 for a total number of 448 projects. So this
ready-to-be analysed dataset contained all the projects officially notified by the policy-makers
– until 2014.06.13. – which means that we have not applied sampling methods but investigated
the whole population of the TNC projects6. At the second phase of the data management the
initial project-level database was aggregated on country level – including only the European
Union member states – resulting in a specific database7 containing the paired values of overall
(cooperation) links between the countries through transnational cooperation projects.
Accordingly in the course of data analysis, two kinds of units can be distinguished: while
exploring the main characteristics of the distribution of projects and budget the units of analysis
were the individual projects. Beside that the other unit of analysis were the aggregated data on
country level containing the data of (one-fold8) country-to-country links.
organizations that inflict negative external effects on the whole of the society, i.e. harmful and dangerous –;
’r p’ means the radius of trust – namely when the cooperation norms of the groups spread out of the group as
positive externalities –; and ’c’ is a coefficient expressing the cohesion of the organization, i.e. the collection
action ability of the group members. So in this approach the rate of social capital is in inverse relationship with
the negative externalities produced by the groups, but it is increased by the capacity of cooperation beyond
their organizational borders and by the cohesion of the group members (Orbán–Szántó 2006. 145–147.).
4

This phase proved to be rather time-consuming as the list of the notified projects was available
only in pdf format and the information about the projects had to be recoded one-by-one in
an Excel spreadsheet that difficulty might be important regarding some inaccuracy in the
database.

5

A more detailed description of the variables is attached in the appendix.
Therefor in the course of data analysis we do not use significance tests, the results are explored from the
population.
In the case of four projects the lead partner is not nominated in the original project list so the relevant number
of the cases in this second database is 444.
In this stage of data analysis we recoded the information about cooperation in a dummy variable format.

6

7

8
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The methods of data analysis included basic descriptive statistics about the distribution of
the projects amongst EU member states supplemented with concentration measures (Hoover
index, Robin Hood index9) to quantify the inequalities and correlation coefficients to express
the relations between the variables. Beside that we apply basic network analysis techniques and
network measures (Freeman’s degree centrality) to illustrate and describe the transnational
cooperation network amongst countries in the European Union.

Results of data analysis
Allocation of TNC projects
Regarding the distribution of the rural development TNC projects remarkable differences
can be observed: some of the member states (Croatia, Cyprus, Malta, Portugal and Romania)
have not joined – successfully10 – the process of building EU-level rural development cooperation
network as a lead partner. However the rest of the EU 28 countries also seem to vary considering

Figure  v Number of TNC projects by lead partner country
That is in a case of a certain transnational cooperation project we only encoded if a certain country – or more
accurately a local action group from a certain country – is part of the project as a lead partner or as a project
partner, and it was not coded if more LAG’s from the same country were part of the cooperation. Namely the
data really reflects the country-level cooperation and not the LAG-level links.
9 Hoover index measures – by taking into account the distribution of two variables compared to one another – the
rate of the quantity of one variable needed to be reallocated in order to fit the distribution of the other variable.
Robin Hood index is a special form of Hoover index in the cases when the comparison is between the distribution of the population and the distribution of income.
10 As it might be that these countries also had project proposals and partner requests for certain activities however
the notified database does not include any approved TNC projects from these counties.
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their activity level to initiate cooperation as the number of TNC projects notified as lead partner
is below the overall mean value (15,9) in the case of further thirteen member states (see Figure 2).
That is the number of TNC project initiations in most of the EU member states is smaller than
the overall average. Another group of the countries is the ones with a relatively higher level of
activity (Poland, Austria, Germany, Slovakia, Spain, Italy); characterized by a number of EU rural
development cooperation projects above the overall average. However there can be distinguished
a kind of cluster of top countries (Hungary, Finland, France, Czech Republic) which prove to
have the most initiative with an outstanding number of TNC projects – including Hungary with
a maximum of 77 projects, 17,3% of all the projects – organizing them as lead partner. Thus
the general pattern of the distribution of EU cooperation projects prove to be a rather unequal
one with a high level of concentration: more than the half of the projects (52,7%) is initiated
by only four EU member countries – only two of them are a kind of ‘longer-term members’ of
the community (France as a founder and Finland since 1995) while the other ones are relatively
‘newcomers’. The disproportionate pattern can also be demonstrated by the fact that these four
top EU member states possessing more than fift y percentage of the projects incorporate – on
country level – only less than one fi ft h (19,8%) of the local action groups (LAGs; total number =
2451 in this planning period of European Union rural development policy) authorized to launch,
organize and manage rural development projects in the European Union.
In this context the distribution of TNC projects amongst countries seems to be only slightly
connected to the distribution of local action groups organized in the member states. There can
be measured a generally positive relation between the share of cooperation projects and LAGs
on country level (see Figure 3): the higher the number of local action groups is, the more projects
can be found in the countries as an overall trend (R=0,30), however several exceptions can be
found. In the EU member states where the highest number of local action groups were organized
(Poland, Spain, Germany) a relatively smaller percentage of projects were initiated. In the cases
of for example France, Austria, Latvia, Ireland etc. approximately corresponding values can be
measured, however regarding Hungary, Finland, the Czech Republic and Slovakia the share
of TNC projects is much higher compared to the percentage of LAGs – that is these member
states seem to be ‘over-represented’ in transnational rural development cooperation projects in
relation to their relative importance or presence in the overall rural development space of the
European Union.

Figure  v Share of
projects by the N of LAGs in
the country
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Through the value of Hoover Index we quantify the degree of concentration and demonstrate
(see Figure 4) the divergence between the distribution of the projects and the local action groups
amongst the EU countries measuring a value of 43,7% which implies that more than two-fift h
of the projects should be reallocated amongst the countries in order to fit the distribution of
LAGs amongst the member states.

Figure  v Share of TNC
projects by share of LAGs

In the planning period between 200711 and 2013 a total budget of 68 535 086,1 Euro were
allocated amongst the EU member states to fund transnational cooperation. The temporal dynamics of the fund allocation process (see Figure 5) reflects a kind of natural saturation through
the years of the planning period; on the contrary in Hungary a kind of discontinued pattern
evolves. In this case a total sum of 3 596 355,5 Euro were acquired as budget – only 5,2% of all
the budget – for TNC projects and the process of fund absorptions proves to be rather uneven as
in 2008, 2009 and 2012 no funds were procured in TNC projects with Hungary as a lead partner.
The relatively high number and the relatively low overall budget of the rural development
cooperation projects of Hungary obviously explain that amongst the EU countries Hungary is the
last one with the lowest mean value – considering the countries which have TNC projects as lead
partner – in the sequence of budget per project. The group of countries characterised by the lowest
values (Ireland, Latvia, Slovenia, Greece and Hungary) is followed by another cluster (including
Belgium, Sweden, Estonia, Netherlands, Czech Republic, Lithuania, Slovakia and Poland) with
also relatively unfavourable positions (see Figure 6).; i.e. budget per project values lower than
the overall mean value (=158 313,3 Euro). Finland is also slightly above the mean, but Germany,
France and Bulgaria, and even Luxembourg and the United Kingdom are the countries that have
a mean value of budget per project exceeding the overall average. The group of the countries
11

The fund allocation process – i.e. the actual payments to finance actual transnational cooperation projects
– begins in 2008 presumably due to that the first year of the planning period was utilized as a preparation
including project generation, finding partners for project plans, projects submission, assessment and decision
about granting.
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at the top of the sequence
is formed by Italy, Denmark, Spain and Austria
– none of them is amongst
the highest initiators.
Investigating the
distribution of the total
fi nancial resources allocated for the EU member
states to promote transnational cooperation an
essentially similar pattern can be seen – at least
concerning the countries
characterised by the highest values (see Figure 7).
Italy, Austria and Spain
are again amongst the top
countries – accompanied
Figure  v Cumulative budget values of TNC projects
by Finland being the first
one – accumulating the highest percentages of the TNC budget. Compared to the budget mean
values per project Hungary in this aspect gains a relatively higher position – with the Czech
Republic and Germany – as these countries acquire only a bit lower portion of the overall budget
than the overall mean (=6,7%). All the other member states are more notably (Luxembourg,
France, Poland and Denmark) or rather significantly (Slovakia, Lithuania, Belgium, Sweden,

Figure  v Mean budget of TNC projects by lead partner country
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Figure  v Share of total budget by lead partner country

Figure  v Lorenz curve of TNC projects and TNC budget
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United Kingdom, Netherlands, Estonia, Latvia, Ireland, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Greece) below the
mean value – not to mention the countries that do not have projects as lead partner (Croatia,
Cyprus, Malta, Portugal and Romania). Accordingly the allocation of budget amongst countries
proves to be remarkably unequal: more than the half (54%) of the budget expended is acquired
by four lead partner countries. Furthermore it can also be ascertained that this high rate of the
total financial resources covers only one-fourth (24,4%) of all the local action groups concerned
(on country level), and less than one-third (28,2%) of the TNC projects.
The overall measure of inequality (see Figure 8) also highlights the lack of accordance between the country-level distribution of projects and financial costs: the Hoover index between
the relative frequency of projects and share of total budget (HI = 31%) indicates that almost
one-third of the accounts should be reallocated in order to fit the – country-level – pattern of
the allocation of transnational cooperation projects.

Rural development cooperation network
The highest number of partner countries in the transnational projects can be measured in
the case of Germany12: in the 19 TNC projects initiated by – local action groups in – the country
an overall number of 64 LAG’s in other countries took part in as partners leading to the average
number of 3,4 links per projects (see Figure 9). Denmark, the United Kingdom and Spain forms
the group of countries with a remarkably higher value, furthermore Slovenia and Italy are still
amongst the countries over the mean value (=1,9 links). Relatively more lower values – compared
to the mean – can be measured in the case of the Czech Republic, Sweden and Hungary also
can be found in this cluster with average value of 1,4 links per projects. At the end of the seFigure  v Number of partner countries reached per projects

12

Obviously those EU member states that do not have transnational cooperation project initiated – Croatia,
Cyprus, Malta, Portugal and Romania – are excluded from this comparison.
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Graph  v Cooperation network between countries of EU TNC projects

quence Ireland, Latvia and Bulgaria can be seen characterised by the lowest values (~1,1) of links
per TNC projects.
The graph of the cooperation network between the countries (see Graph 1) shows a slightly
different pattern compared to the above relative distribution of links per initiated TNC projects
as – aside from one country; Malta that do not have any connections – all the member states of
the European Union are embedded more or less in the cooperation network: at least as partner
country in transnational cooperation project initiated by a different country. However there seem
to be a kind of hierarchy (network centralization = 11,15%) amongst the countries in the system
as some of them can be found in the inner part of the network while others at more further
positions. It is also noteworthy that Hungary seems to be a rather densely embedded country
in this network. Moreover it also can be said that if we consider this system as a symmetric one
Hungary has the highest value (141) of links followed by Finland (107 links) and France (87 links).
Even that we distinguish between the relations amongst the countries as links initiated by the country (‘out-degree’) and links initiated by another country towards a certain
country (‘in-degree’) Hungary still proves to have a main position (see Figure 10). As in this
asymmetric approach of the network Hungary seems to have the highest value of out-degree
amongst the EU member states in the rural development cooperation network. In the case of the
measure of in-degree Slovakia has the highest value with a total number of 61 links but again
Hungary has a central position with a relatively high value (53 links) thus being the second most
popular partner in the cooperation network.
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Figure  v Asymmetrical measures of the overall network

Graph  v Cooperation network of Hungary in TNC projects
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Limiting this overview only to the sub-network created by the connections linked to Hungary further remarkable outcomes reveal. This part of the overall network is obviously centralized
(network centralization = 14,11%) by Hungary (see Graph 2) but it can also be ascertained that
the composition of the links and countries is indicative in a certain sense.
In the case of the countries connected by Hungary a relatively high rate of the links point
towards direct neighbour countries, namely 65 links; 61,9% of total out-degree is covered by
‘cross-border’ countries. The similarly measure – that is the neighbour countries choosing
Hungary as a partner in transnational cooperation project – in the case of in-degree is 9,4%
(see Figure 11). The tendencies explored might be interpreted as the main position of Hungary
in the rural development cooperation network can be explained primarily by a strong localregional embeddedness and it cannot be excluded that certain (former, even historical) sources
as a form of social capital have an important role – in accordance with the literature resources
that argue that the creation or formation of social capital is usually an unintended by-product
due to the tradition, the history of coexistence, shared historical experience, religion and related
social factors (Orbán – Szántó 2006. 150.). Considering for example that the major part of the
connections initiated by Hungary point towards neighbour countries with potential Hungarianlanguage local action groups or members of LAG’s but at this stage of the research it can only be
a presupposition and that might be a further objective to verify by an analysis on lower – local
action group – level.

Figure  v Asymmetrical measures of the network of Hungary
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Concluding remarks and further research perspectives
Considering the results of the analysis at the current explorative stage it can be stated
that on country level (1) great differences can be measured in the distribution of lead partner
projects between the European Union member states; 52,7% of the projects can be found in 4
countries and (2) this rather concentrated allocation pattern is not strongly affected (R=0,30)
by the potential possibilities of project generation; i.e. the distribution of local action groups in
the countries (Hoover index=43,7%). In the case of funds allocation similar tendencies revealed:
also (3) great differences and wide range of mean budget values between the countries with a
(4) remarkable centralization of funds (54% allocated to 4 countries) and unequal distribution
compared to project distribution (Robin Hood index: 31%).
Beside the uneven allocation of projects and funds the country-level cooperation network
also proves to be (5) fragmented characterised by wide range of average number of country-tocountry cooperation links. According to the pattern of country-to-country relations (6) Hungary
seems to have a central position and role in the TNC network being the most active lead partner
country (with 141 initiated links) and the second most desirable partner (53 links). The latter
result might be based on (7) a kind of positional advantage of Hungary as a remarkable share
(61,9%) of the links initiated is directed toward neighbour countries.
The possible further perspectives of the research may include on the one hand (1) a wider
comparison of project generation processes of the countries. It might also be interesting and
fruitful to explore the main demographical, sociological and economic factors affecting the
differences of the distribution of rural development cooperation projects amongst EU member
states, not to mention the opportunity to build an explanatory model about the success of rural
development fund absorption capacities. On the other hand it seems also promising to (2) execute a more detailed analysis of the cooperation network on a less aggregated territorial level.
As in this first-stage explorative analysis the cooperation links were calculated between the EU
member states, but the original initiators of the transnational cooperation projects according to
the concerning policy are the local action groups. This approach of further research would demand – the rather time-consuming work of – (re)coding of the initial project-level data available
in pdf format not on country-, but on LAG-level through identifying the nominated local action
groups by the cooperation projects in the official LAG database but it might be rewarding in the
sense that some of the outcomes revealed in this report could be more accurately verified. A possible further research perspective might be to (3) perform additional qualitative investigations:
personal interviews with and focus group research among local action group members and/or
leaders could be useful to explore the local factors and mechanisms behind rural development
cooperation project generation processes.
❋
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